Headache is quite severe, and there may be dizziness.

If the victim was unconscious, this is enough to suspect serious injury.

If the victim is unconscious, place something soft beneath his head, turn the head sideways so that secretions will drain from the mouth. If the victim is awake he may lie flat. Do not give stimulants.

If there is a bleeding wound, lay a dressing over it and apply a bandage to hold it in place. Get proper transportation and handle the victim very carefully to avoid bouncing or shaking.

HEAT EXHAUSTION

Heat exhaustion is a constant problem in nearly all parts of the country.

Temperature in heat exhaustion victims can be normal, or a little below normal. The victim will be very tired, and he’ll probably have a sick feeling in his stomach. He will be very weak, with pale, clammy skin. Perspiration will be profuse, and he will need help quickly.

First, he will need bed rest. Persons on the scene when a victim is stricken can administer salt (in case he is sick at first, this can be done by putting one half teaspoon of salt to one half glass of water every 15 minutes until he has had three or four doses). These victims should be seen by a physician.

LAST BOARD MEETING

At the last board meeting, several appointments were made for the upcoming National meeting in January. The first of these appointments was that of the National Advisory Committee. This committee will relay the feelings and ideas of our association to the National and at the same time will gather information from them to bring back to our own group. The men appointed were Lee Dieter, our planning director, and Denny McCammon, our editor-director and representative on the same committee last year.

Our voting delegate and his alternate were selected to cast our ballot at the election in Houston. The delegate selected was George Cleaver and his alternate is Ed Dembnicki.

The nominating committee for our annual election to be held in December was also selected. These men will be charged with the responsibility of selecting nominees to fill the vacancies left by any retiring board members and officers. Those selected are all past presidents and include George Gumm as chairman, Bob Shields and George Cleaver.
Growers of highest quality sod for lawns, parks and golf courses

PRINCETON TURF FARMS, INC.
Office and Farm: 13 miles east of Chesapeake Bay Bridge on U.S. 301
Box 152A, RR1, Centreville, Md.
Zip 21617 Area Code 301 827-8647

Grades of STATE CERTIFIED CULTIVATED SOD
Merion Blue Certified Common Kentucky Fescue and Blue Mixtures
Penncross Bent Bermudas - 328 - 419 - Tufcote
ALL TURF Irrigated - Cultivated and Maintained to proper height for two years prior to lifting.
State Inspected - Personal inspection invited
PARKER SHIRLING, Manager

GUSTIN'S
Baltimore Toro, Inc.
- TORO LAWN EQUIPMENT
- RYAN AERIFICATION
- SPRINKLERS
- MILORGANITE
- FUNGICIDE

Complete Parts & Service
2205 E. Joppa Rd.
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
NO. 8-0500

Want turf feeding flexibility?
Call on AGRICO®

AGRICO COUNTRY CLUB FERTILIZER is
- Available in a variety of analysis formulated for use on greens, tees and fairways.
- Available with pesticides for insect control.
- Available with herbicides for control of broadleaf weeds, clover and chickweeds.

AGRI-TONE 28-7-14 and AGRI-TONE 20-20-20
Water Soluble Fertilizers

AGRINITE—natural organic nitrogen

AGRICO CHEMICAL COMPANY, DIVISION OF CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
BALTIMORE, MD. — ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Herbicide damage on oak trees shows up as gnarled and twisted twigs and cupped, distorted leaves. Dr. Francis R. Gouin holds three normal leaves that show where this branch is beginning to recover from damage. The small twisted leaves on most of the branch are not manufacturing food for the tree. This kind of damage may not kill the tree, but will weaken it.

FROM THE EDITOR

Well, here we are, better than half way thru the summer. After Labor Day, it’s all downhill. Or is it? Then we can relax as all our college and high school help exits en masse with the leaves falling, fall overseeding and renovation, top dressing, aerifying, fall projects etc., etc., etc. And best of all, we can cut back to a 60 or 70 hour week. Along with these other chores, most supers will be preparing next year’s budgets and expenses. There are two suggestions which come to mind on this subject, for better or for worse. The first is the timing of budget preparation and presentation. Most fiscal years come to an end some time late in the calendar year, usually when the grass is dormant and so are the majority of the golfers. This has the advantage of not coming as so much of a load on the super and taking time away from the course, but wouldn’t it make more sense to submit the budget when the course really looks its best? This would bring it due ideally somewhere in June when the grass is really turning on and you look like a green god. It only makes sense to “strike while the iron is hot” that the only one is naturally the conflict that comes up with the financial set-up of most clubs. There fiscal planning...